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Male circumcision as a religious or cultural rite has been 
performed for at least three thousand years, as seen in the 
ancient Egyptians’ wall paintings and mummies (1). This 
tradition has been practiced in various communities on 
most continents throughout civilization, though different 
cultures perform ritual circumcision at different moments 
during the life-span, be it at birth as in Judaic tradition, ‘bris’, 
during childhood is some Muslim communities, ‘khitan’, 
or as a rite of passage into adulthood for the adolescent in 
some African tribal cultures, e.g., ‘tahur’ in Sudan (2,3). 
More recently, since the 19th century, medical therapeutic 
circumcision for conditions such as phimosis or recurrent 
infections have gained wide-spread use. In Africa, as well, 
circumcision is considered an important factor in reducing 
HIV-transmission (4). Thus, circumcision is one of the 
most common urological procedures performed on males 
of any age, be it motivated by ritual, religious or medical 
considerations (1).

One would expect our knowledge on phimosis which 
affects approximately 1% of all males (5) to be extensive. 
It is well established that phimosis is often due to penile 
lichen sclerosus (LS), formerly referred to as balanitis 
xerotica obliterans (6). Symptoms include non-retractile 

foreskin, ballooning of the foreskin and problems with 
micturition. The prevalence of LS in males with phimosis 
undergoing circumcision is stated as anywhere between 
2% to 95% in boys (7). However, histology is not routinely 
done, accounting for this large range. Remarkably, 
clinical suspicion of LS in boys seems to have a diagnostic 
accuracy of a mere 53% (6). Does this reflect a diversity 
in symptomology or the clinician being unaware of the 
possibility of LS? What is the true rate of LS when 
phimosis is present?

Some reports claim up to a 95% success rate of 
circumcision for phimosis, but this is surely an optimistic 
estimate, not accounting for long-term relapses or 
complications (8). Meatus stenosis or strictures are 
sometimes referred to as complication of circumcision, but 
with a rate of urethral strictures up to 20% seen in boys 
at the time of circumcision (9) it should be questioned 
if strictures are a consequence of the procedure or a 
complication of the LS itself. One could conjecture that 
a standard peri- or postoperative corticosteroid adjuvant 
therapy might help reduce the high incidence of post-
operative strictures.
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Taskforce on male circumcision published in 2012 (10) 
showed a shift toward a more positive attitude to neonatal 
circumcision, extolling the protection against sexually 
transmittable diseases and risk of penile cancer while stating 
no evidence of a negative effect on sexual well-being. 
However, a broad range of functions of the foreskin such as 
protection, erotic pleasure and promoting lubrication are 
given as arguments against routine circumcision, though the 
evidence has been described as being of ‘low-level’ (11) and 
less robust than studies on the advantages of circumcision. 
Considering these factors, could a nonsurgical approach to 
phimosis due to LS be tenable?

When treating women with vulvar LS, by comparison, 
excision of the l ichenoid t issue is  not an option. 
Nevertheless, this had been tried in the past. Why after 
removing the genital tissue affected with LS in females and 
replacing it with an autograft of healthy tissue from a distant 
site does the LS returns to haunt the subject at the graft 
site (12)? The local environment seems to be of paramount 
importance. After circumcision the local environment of the 
glans is changed which may be the reason that some men 
do not have a relapse. Genital LS in females is generally 
well-controlled with a regimen of potent steroids, first as 
treatment and then followed by maintenance application. 
No surgical procedure is necessary. And compliance to a 
maintenance regimen has even been shown to be protective 
against the development of vulvar squamous cell carcinoma 
(SCC) (13). Medical management has been proposed for 
penile LS, to conserve the prepuce, given the positive effect 
described for sensitivity, self-image and sexuality. However, 
the results and opinions vary (8,14,15).

Then there is the subject of genital SCC. Though in the 
general population a rare disease with an absolute risk of 
penile cancer of 0.0011% and an incidence rate of 1:100,000, 
for men with genital LS the absolute risk of developing 
a penile SCC is up to 0.91% (16), a more than 800-fold 
increase, with an incidence rate of up to 6.49/1,000 person 
years. For women the numbers are even higher with an 
absolute risk of developing a vulvar SCC in the presence 
of vulvar LS being up to 3.88% while the absolute risk in 
the general female population of a VSCC is 0.002% (16). 
Conversely, genital LS is found adjacent to vulvar SCC in 
more than half of the cases (17), and LS is found in 40% 
or more of the cases of penile SCC (18,19). The most 
recent European guidelines discuss the prevalence of non-
HPV penile SCC in relation to LS (20). Circumcision 
in adulthood does not protect against penile cancer. In 

contrast, among populations where early circumcision 
is routine, such as in Israel where circumcision (‘bris’) is 
performed on the 8th day after birth, the lowest prevalence 
of penile cancer is seen world-wide (20).

The article in the current issue of Translational 
Andrology and Urology, by authors Kwok et al. (21) from 
Australia, on a multi-centered retrospective study presents 
interesting population data regarding the histology of 
circumcision specimens and the sequelae to circumcision. 
Though their study does not give a definitive answer to 
the questions at hand, their research adds substantial data 
to information regarding prevalence of LS in males with 
phimosis. Histology was not standard in the participating 
clinics and the histology rates varied considerably between 
participating institutions. Could financial or cultural 
factors influence whether tissue specimens are analyzed? 
Since circumcision is so common, even if only for a limited 
amount of time such as a few years, our knowledge would be 
greatly serviced by advising standard histology of the tissue 
removed at circumcision. Combining this with population 
information about ritual or religious circumcision within 
the communities studied would yield robust data on the 
frequency of LS being found at circumcision for phimosis.

The questions now on the table that are imploring 
further studies are thus: what is the role of LS in causing 
phimosis; could a non-surgical treatment with potent 
corticosteroids be the first line of treatment with the 
goal of avoiding surgical intervention; and when surgery 
is performed should preoperative, postoperative and 
maintenance therapy with potent steroids be a part of 
standard treatment for penile LS? Finally, urologists 
treating penile LS may consider combining forces with 
gynecologists and dermatologists working in the field of 
LS to facilitate deeper insight into the etiology of genital 
LS, phimosis, the benefit and risks of circumcision, and 
the complications of genital LS as well as the occurrence 
of non-HPV related genital SCC. And visa versa, the work 
of gynecologists and dermatologist treating and studying 
genital LS would greatly benefit from collaboration with 
urologists for the same reasons. 

Should we care if the questions posed above and by 
Kwok et al. (21) are answered? The basic tenant of medicine 
of non-maleficence, primum non nocere, may be kept in 
mind. Precisely because circumcision is such a pervasive 
procedure, its use should be founded on solid knowledge 
regarding the diseases for which it is performed, the efficacy 
of the procedure and the risks and benefits for those 
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undergoing this operation.
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